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 Abstract— For overcoming the obstacle of void routing on 

Geo-graphical routing, maximum controlling overheads and 
transmissions delayed have been used over wireless sensors 
network. Impress with the structures of composing edges node is 
don’t void routing, an adequate bypassings routings void 
protocols depends upon the virtual coordination is proposed. The 
simple ideas over the protocols is to sends a randomly structures 
of void edge over the regular once using mapping by edges node 
coordination into a virtual cycle. By using the virtual cycle, we 
can avoid the greedy forwardings from fail, such that there will 
not be routings void in forwardings protocols from sources to 
destinations and we can reduce the controlling overheads. 
Further, we can reduce the common lengths of routings path and 
minimize the transmissions delaying by using the virtual circle. 
Simulation highlights the higher delivery ratios; shorten the 
paths lengths, low controlling packets overheading and very less 
energies consumptions. 

Keywords— WSN (Wireless Sensor Networks), Void routing 
protocol, Geo-graphics routing protocol, Virtual Co-ordinates. 

I. INTRODUC
TION  

Since the last ten years, Wireless Sensor Networks 
(WSNs) has been hugely used in Varity of forms where 
routing protocols is most important major key technology 
[6][12]. Sensors nodes have been only depending paths thus 
exploits the all information off local neighboring node of 
Geographical routing nodes, routing protocols around the 
Geo- graphical information is much efficient. Because of 
these large expansible, small influences over networks sizes, 
Geo-graphical routing has been voidly used over the WSNs. 
For an example, many node assembled by geophone have 
spread equally over earth and has tendency of retrieving her 
owns location using the Globally Position Systems (GPS), 
by which the geographical routing have tendency of serving 
protocol routing. Moreover, any void routings protocols, 
calls by the local minimums, than the protocol encounter 
results over distributing sensors node randomly, 
geographically routing algorithms willing fails; by this data 
transmissions will get failed in that situations. 
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To avoid the situation of the void routing, we use the 
strategy of proposing void routing. Node coming under this 
area is bans as relaying nodes in order to secure data packet 
from access in void routing. Rings Constraint Forwarding 
(RCF) was introduced to estimate the multiple rings in the 
region of routing void, where the relay nodes selected first 
to void the routing void and consumption of energy.  
The sensors node n as to edge e thought up of small 
computers, basically on the bases of components and 
interfaces. Sensors nodes normally consists of Processing 
Units with small computational powers, minimum memories 
and sensor or MEMS (special condition circuit including), 
communicating device (normally radio transreceiver or 
alternative optical device), battery is in the form of power 
source. Other possible units including the modules of energy 
harvesting, secondary ASICs and normally the secondary 
communicating interface. (Example R-323 or USB). Base 
station consist the one or more component of WSNs with 
more energy, computational, communicational resource. 
These components act as the gateway between the end user 
and the sensors nodes as they normally send the data to 
WSNs to main server. Similarly we have the other 
components of routing are router, normally constructed for 
imputing, formulate and allotting tables of routing. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Considering a situations sensors node have structured 
by the units graphing. The node which are coming under the 
range of circle (Rc) of node n as to e considered neighbors 
of n and the link between the nodes n and neighbors is 
bidirectional. 

A. Routing Void In Geo-Graphic Routing Protocol 

In the Geo-graphical routing, whenever we are going to 
adopted the greedy forwarding, it is very easy to interrupting 
because of radio or terrains covering, it can be easily 
explained by the examples: hill/building, pool were located 
on the region of sensors areas. Fixed region of 
communicating ranges have been caused due to failure of 
greedy forwarding. Whenever the sensors nodes trying too 
forwarding the packets, the geo-graphically located 
neighboring node closing to the destination nodes than itself, 
if this type of routing does not exit, so that void routing 
encounter. Here the greedy forward is fail. In Fig.1 showing 
the source nodes n1 trying to forward the packets to 
destination nodes d1 by multiple hop greedy forwarding. 
First the node n1 search the nearing node n2 and sending the 
packets to n2 using greedy’s forwardings. Now neighboring 
node that too n2 is (n1, n2, n3)  
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where the non of the node is very close to the 
destinations node d1, hence the routing void is encountered 
and fails the greedy forwarding. Similarly, at node n5 also 
routing void is encountered when it being try to send packet 
to destination node n2 [6][11].  

If we consider the obstacle of Fig.1, above the 
greedy forwarding is failed. If we consider the different 
destination node i.e d1 then the greedy forwarding does not 
fails. If n2 tries to forward packet to the d1, then it follows 
the following path n5->n6->n7->d1 without any routing 
void. 

 

 
Fig.1. Greedy forwarding in routing void [7]. 

B. Structure Without Routing Void  

In the structure of without routing void, each and every 
edge node has two and only two Neighboring nodes situated 
around the circle. According to the feature of Geometrical 
circles, there will not be the routing void around the obstacle 
to the destination nodes of the network. In Fig.2, greedy 
algorithm has been applied to the all nodes in the network; 
source and destination nodes can be represented by the s, d 
respectively. Packet delivery process is prescribed taking by 
the example using the structured with-out void routing. In 
the virtual circles, edge node b1 accept the packet from the 
source node s, for the node b1 there will be 2 relay nodes b2 
and b5 respectively. Since there are 2 nodes in the relay, 
among them any node have been selecting a relaying node 
using the greedy’s algorithms. Such that b2 can be selected 

and does not contain any void routing is encounter. Over 
circle the packet can be forwarded by the nodes b4 and b5. 
Finally, the packet is arrived to the destination node d. 

 

 
Fig.2. Edge Structure without routing void. 

III. RELATED WORK 

J.wann, X.liaao, and M. chenn[1]. In the recent past few 
decades its has been witnessed that emergence of Machine-
to –Machine (M2M) network has an high efficient mode for 
automated communication device among the different 
distributed system. The main purpose of automated M2M 
communicating system is to offset the overall cost of 
conventional operations [8]; this improves the voided 
adaptations of fixed and mobile platform equipments with 
embedded processors and actuators. In the above M2M 
technology, the applications are in the region of 
entertainment, management of energy and healthcare 
centers. In the particular form of regions we have examined 
the typical home architecture of M2M and deep analysis of 
performance tradeoff on existing design. Meanwhile, we 
have reviewed the networking of existing home system in 
the project to user understand of real world application. In 
the above survey paper gives the better understanding of 
challenges of existing M2M networks and gives the future 
generation to develop the better M2M communication 
system. 

M.Lii, Z.Lii [2] in the technology of wireless sensors 
network (WSN), focused on the surgery of applications 
which are hidden. The outputs of this hidden application 
provide the emerging application and have very good 
success in the technology. The most basic fundamental 
success of benchmark application is topologic control, 
which gives the well characterizes in well sensing field of 
monitored and shows the mutual connections in WSN. The 
above survey paper provides the deep information about the 
topology control technique. In the above paper we have 
classified the existing topological control technique in two 
parts one is network coverage and network connectivity. For 
each part, the surgery of protocol and technique are 
presented with different control. In the above survey of 
paper mainly emphasize the principle of topology control to 
user Understand, and we have given the much more 
information for future research directions. 

K. Currann, J. Santos, and F.cadger[3] Moffett Geo-
graphical routing protocol offers the radical departure from 
the earlier topological-dependent routing paradigms, using 
the location of routing process. Geo-Graphical routing 
protocol removes the topological storage dependencies and 
associated cost, which provides the most suitable for 
hand1ing the changing behaviors of wire1ess ad-hoc 
network. The geo graphical routings protocol has been 
created for different application ranging from mobile 
prediction of management using the anonymous routing and 
QoS efficiency of energy. These protocols have largest part 
of the context- awareness because of application of location 
data to make routing decisions. This provides the basic 
important journey towards ubiquitous computing. We 
mainly gave the importance in region of wireless ad hoc 
networks and locations. We mainly highlighted the both 
comprehensive and methodical survey. 

E. Dong,Y. Song, and W.liuu[4] to rectify the problem 
over range based wire1ess sensor network location Wanng 
has proposed the flips detection problem have equality 
straight line bisecting with all reference nodes emerging in 
error nodes, called as existing the intersecting lines (EIL) 
problem. 
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 For overcome the EIL problems in equal radii, an 
algorithms propose by the wanng called as convex hull, 
which has the computation complexity. Moreover the 
unique radii, another algorithm was developed called 
common tangent algorithm (CTA) has the high complexity. 
To avoid the high computational complexity we are having 
the commons tangents algorithms, in the consideration of 
orthogonal projections theories, thus it have proved the EIL 
problems is equivalent to determination for whether there 
exist the straight 1ine or not, where it forces any two circle 
for bisect each other in orthogonal projection. Intact the 
straight is so perpendicular to the straight line in EIL. On the 
basis of this, we can propose orthogonal projections 
a1gorithm (OPA) to find the ambiguities f1ip nodes of equal 
node. 

 Coordination transformation can used by using the 
above algorithm to simply computation process. In the 
process of simulation result it can be shown that OPA and 
CTA have same detection result varying in computational 
comp1exity is minimized. J.Wanng, F, Qiaao, [5] in this 
survey paper, it has been proposed that nodes localization 
algorithm base have received signal strengths (RSS) 
measurements and leader intelligent selection (LIS) 
algorithm optimization on the wireless sensors network. The 
LIS algorithm optimization is considered on idea of 
biological heuristic. By modeling a simple animal leader 
Selection mode, leader can be search in the animal group, 
and from the group an optimal leader is selected which is the 
solution of global optimal problem by examine each 
candidate leader ability. 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Fig.3 is one example exploring of routings 
processes of the seismic exp1orations. In the above Fig.3, 
the wireless seismic nodes trying to forwarding the 
information over data center, while there will be two 
difficulties in path between data center and seismic node. 
We have considered that p1 as optical path when the 
network contains the no routing void, and p2 be the path 
selected by forwarding based algorithm, and p3 shows path 
explored by BVR-VCM. We have consider the face 
forwarding exploring paths a1ong the similar way whenever 
void routing is encounter, shown in Fig.3, so the final path is 
much more longest than p1 and p2. 

Usecase Diagram 

Uniformed modeling language is the abbreviation of UML 
is most important diagram to create and define the use case 
diagrams. In Fig.4, the major region for proposing the Use 
Case Diagrams was shown the Graphical Representation of 
Functionality given by the system by actor, their goal, and 
anything between the use cases. The main region of using 
the use case diagram is to show the system performance by 
the actors. The main role of actor is to create depicted. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

The proposed BVR_VCM routing protocol mainly 
contains the processing mode and greedy mode. In the 
routing protocol BVR_VCM, greedy’s algorithms is 

accepted the relaying nodes over greedy’s mod1ing. 

Whenever void routing is encounter if greed’s mode failure 

than void processing is activated. There are three phase in 
the void processing mode, according to order of the 

processing void detecting, void region and virtual coordinate 
mapping are divided respectively. After the complete 
implementation of void processing mode there will be 
existence of virtual coordinates of edges are implemented. 
Then there will be reactivated of greedy mode, the edge 
nodes which are coordinating in the virtual coordination 
have been taken as the relaying nodes by using greedy are 
algorithms. 

 
Fig.3. Routing Exploring Process. 

 

 
Fig.4. Use case Diagram of BVR-VCM. 

 
A. Void Phase Detecting 
 Since the void encountered, the void detecting 
phase will collect all the information of edge nodes around 
void routing. In the transmissions processes routing void is 
emerged, all the nodes which are fails to greedy mode they 
are defined to be discovery nodes. After the discovers a void 
to the discovery nodes, the data packets are stored 
temporarily at the beginning, therefore it can be generates 
void detecting packets to startup the void detecting phase. 
At this process, the time is recorded by the void detecting 
packets at the time of void is encountered, geographical 
coordinates and edge nodes lable. Left hand rule process can 
be utilized by the detecting phase. Unfortunately discovery 
nodes receive the detecting package. {bk|k=j, j +1,···imax} 
can be represented as the data of each edge nodes. 
       The processes of any voids detecting, that have contains 
the many discoveries node which are similar voids regions, 
such that it has contains the more number detecting packet 
on the same voids at the 
similar times.  
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At this situations, in ordering to prevent the repeating the 
different detecting packet encountered and forwarded in 
similar void, the time is recorded by the edge nodes when 
void is encountered at the time of receiving detecting 
packets. 

According to the sequence of discovery time, nodes will 
throws away the detecting packets if it contains the longer 
times recording in currents packet, else nodes will be 
forwarded the detecting packets. At the current void region, 
finally sends the detecting packets using the earliest 
discovery node. 

 
B. Phase for Mapping Virtual Co-ordinates 

Mappings the edges nodes coordination are mainly 
responsible by virtual coordinates mapping phase used to 
stores the detecting packets in virtual circle, that is changing 
the model of composed edges node to structural with-out 
void routings is prescribed on sections B. Then packets 
which are detecting which moves to discoveries nodes, all 
the information are stored in the current void, excluding the 
geographic coordinates and nodes label.  
 (xj,yj), (xj+1,yj+1),  ···(ximax, yimax) representing the node 
coordination, so that center coordination is given by 
(xo,yo)=(1(imax−j+1)imaxk=jxk,1(imax−j +1)imax k=jyk). 
The maximums distances over the edges node and the voids 
center is 

do =max{dk|dk =(xk−xo)2+(yk−yo)2k=j, j+1,···imax}. 
We can define a circle with radius R and the center point O 
as an virtual mappings circle void. The virtual coordinating 
mappings process can be implemented after determining the 
virtual mappings circle. 
In the Fig.5, shows the sample working process of virtual 
coordinates mapping. O be the center of void, and there may 
consists of number of virtual mapping circle. The edge of 
the virtual coordinating nodes can be represented by b1, b5 
and b1‟, b5‟ respectively. And the edge node is 
coordinating with virtual b2, b3, b4 and b2”, b3”, b4” 

respectively. These nodes located between the node b1”, and 
b5” virtually. 
 

 
Fig.5. Simple virtual coordinate mapping [10]. 

 
C. Breaking Phases in void regions 
        Separating the surrounding region of void into 3 
different regions is the most important functionalities of the 
void region dividing phase, where separate routings strategy 
was used [9]. On the bases of the positions of void and 
destination node location of any packets, surroundings 

regions are dividing into 3 forms that is departing region, 
approaching regions and free regions has showing in the 
Fig.6. In the mappings virtual circle O is center point, 
destinations nodes is denoted by D, dotted lines are shown 
in the circle of virtual mapping circle. At the point of M and 
N, 2 tangents lines mapping virtual circle are intersected by 
destination nodes respectively. O, m, n, d, n are the 
quadrilateral region formed by departing region of virtual 
mapping circle. 

 
Fig.6. Breaking void region. 

The 2 tangent lines of area of the circle of virtual 
mapping, receive the departing region, is called as the 
approaching area of the outside 2 tangent lines defined in 
free region of circle of Virtual mapping shown in the fig.6 C 
region. It should be pointed that dividing the three region 
according to routing void current, and these division are 
different to the different regions. 
D. Routings Based on Virtually Co-ordination  

Three phases implemented successfully in the above 
process, the edge nodes containing the void two types of 
information location are present in virtual coordinates and 
geo-graphical coordinates, the routing void of surrounding 
area have been classified into three main different regions 
depending to the destination nodes. Greedy mode is get 
started by the discovery node which is utilized in virtual 
coordinate, the stored packets in the 1st phase is sent to the 
relaying nodes. The way to selected in the greedy modes, 
are three different regions, the main disappointment is that 
all uses the same greedy’s algorithms. 
The major step followed by the BVR_VCM algorithm is 
given below: 
 Step 1: Source node accepts the data packets. 
 Step 2: Find out any virtua1 coordination was utilized by 

them self or neighbor, if any node, then send node to step 
three, else send to step four. 

 Step 3 : If any nodes where in regions of approaching, then 
utilizes the virtua1 coordination for picking the relaying 
nodes, if any region of departing of location, then utilizes 
the geographical coordinates for pick the priorities of 
relaying nodes, if location are in the region of free, then 
utilizes geographical coordination to pick the relaying 
nodes. 

 Step 4: If no routing void is encountering the greedy 
algorithms in the processes of selection the relaying nodes, 
then send to step six else send to step five. 
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 Step 5: By activating the void processes modes, & edge 
nodes virtua1 coordination surrounding to establishment of 
routing void. Then send to step six. 

 Step 6: Finally packets sending by node to the relaying 
nodes. 

VI. RESULT ANALYSIS 

 
Fig.7. Control Overhead_BVR_VCM. 

 
Above Fig.7, show the comparison of Control Overhead of 
BVR_VCM and the GPRS system. The Figure clearly tells 
the huge difference between the GPRS and BVR_VCM. The 
BVR_VCM starts from 400.0000 to 420.0000 where as the 
GPRS ranges from 460.000 to 780.0000. 
 

 
Fig.8. DeliveryRatio_BVR_VCM. 

In Fig.8, the DeliveryRatio of BVR_VCM is very high as 
compared to GPRS system. The above graph shows the 
comparison of delivery ratio where the BVR_VCM having 
the minimum 90.000 %to maximum 100.0000% where as 
the GPRS system contains the 83.0000% to 98.0000%. 
 

 
Fig.9. AverageDelay_BVR_VCM. 

 
In Fig.9, the BVR_VCM having the very low AverageDelay 
as compared to the GPRS system. The above graph clearly 
explains the AverageDelelay of both GPRS and BVR_VCM 
system. 

CONCLUSION 

 To find the geographic void routing problem, we 
have proposed the BVR-VCM by using structure of edge 
nodes with no routing void. Void detecting is used by the 
BVR-VCM, void dividing region and mapping virtual 
coordination to solve the void routing problem, its 
established the path around the routing void with the help of 
edge of virtual coordinate nodes. The complexity can be 
reduced as we are going to be performed void processing 
mode performed only once for void routing. Simulation will 
ensure the results of less control overhead, less transmission 
delay, average delivery ratio and also propose system 
decrease the energy consumption. 
In the future, we will be able to provide the generalized 
protocol to the common application. Calculating the 
probability of discovery packet could overload whenever the 
void routing, the possible alternative paths have been taken 
into consideration. 
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